Being completely honest with yourself is the best way to reach your goals faster.
1. Select your level of satisfaction in each area 1 – 10.
2. Connect your lines from one segment to the next.
3. Evaluate your results
If you have some areas scored lower than 7, then chances are you may be using your
time out of balance. The tendency to spend too much time on some things we like, even
if they’re good, can cause us to neglect other important areas.
It comes down to “What do you value?”
If you have only one category scored low then where to start seems apparent. This is
only the beginning though. To ensure areas currently scored high retain their value
you’ll want a well formed outcome or focus before beginning to make changes.
For example…
If the only category scoring low is currently Career, going full-out making changes
regarding your career without paying close attention to the effect of these changes on
other areas could result in the score for Career improving but at the expense of, say,
Fun and Recreation and Friends and Family.
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If there are a number of categories you have assigned a low score, where to begin is a
little more complex. Partnering with an experienced Advancement Strategist may be
your best course of action.
All categories are interrelated and action in one area is likely to affect other areas so,
where to start, requires some thought and consideration.
Questions that can assist you here are:







With regard to this wheel, what exactly do you want?
What will you be like when you have achieved this?
What will be the impact of achieving this on other areas of your life?
How will achieving this affect others close to you?
What will achieving this bring you that you want?
What will achieving this bring you that you don't want?

When 'Interpreting Your Wheel'; where there are low scores consider these results may
indicate a focus to improve the scores for the other areas.
You may or may not be clear about the direction you want to take. How you decide on a
preferred category may initially have negative implications without an accurate plan.
Questions that can assist you here are:









With regard to your preferred category, what exactly do you want?
What skills do you already have that will assist you in achieving this?
What skills do you want to gain that will assist you in achieving this?
Where can you learn these skills?
What will be the effect of this on other areas of your life?
What other options do you have?
Who can you ask to support you in this?
When can you have these conversations?

This is a brief insight into this Strategic Advancement Wheel, This Wheel, and a few
questions an Advancement Strategist may ask will assist you to set and achieve goals.
If you find your wheel has large gaps in satisfaction levels in multiple areas, you could
save a lot of time and aggravation by partnering an experienced Advancement
Strategist to help you identify and reach your goals faster.

Contact Lori Lynn Greene
Website: www.alphaadvancementstrategies.com
Email: info@lorilynngreene.com
Phone: 603 860-9260
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